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Abstract Global sensitivity analysis is an important step in the process of developing and analyzing
hydrological models. Measured data of different variables are used to identify the number of sensitive
model parameters and to better constrain the model output. However, data scarcity is a common issue
in hydrology. Since in hydrology we are dealing with multi-scale time dependent problems, we want to
overcome that issue by exploiting the potential of using the decomposed wavelet temporal scales of the
discharge signal for the identification of sensitive model parameters. In the proposed methodology, we
coupled the discrete wavelet transform with a technique for model parameter dimension reduction, that
is, the active subspace method. We apply the proposed methodology to the LuKARS model, a lumped
karst aquifer model for the Kerschbaum spring in Waidhofen/Ybbs (Austria). Our results demonstrate that
the temporal scale dependency of hydrological processes affects the structure and dimension of the active
subspaces. The results reveal that the dimensionality of an active subspace increases with the increasing
number of hydrologic processes affecting a temporal scale. As a consequence, different parameters are
sensitive on different temporal scales. Finally, we show that the total number of sensitive parameters
identified at different temporal scales is larger than the number of sensitive parameters obtained using the
complete spring discharge signal. Hence, instead of using multiple time series to determine the number of
sensitive parameters, we can also obtain more information about parameter sensitivities from one single,
decomposed time series.
1. Introduction
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Uncertainty quantification and model diagnostics are important components of hydrological modeling
(Hartmann et al., 2017; Melsen & Guse, 2021; Schwemmle et al., 2021; Wagener & Pianosi, 2019). Quantifying parametric uncertainty is important since the reliability of simulation results strongly depends on
the parametrization of a model (Beven, 1995; Reinecke et al., 2019). Diagnostic model analyses are helpful
to investigate parameter and process dynamics as well as to better understand process representations in
hydrological models (Guse et al., 2016; Pfannerstill et al., 2015). The problem of equifinal parameter sets
is well known in hydrology (Beven, 2006; Her & Chaubey, 2015; Kelleher et al., 2017) and time series of
different variables (e.g., discharge, groundwater levels, and snow depth) can be used to constrain model parameters according to the physical processes that they describe (Efstratiadis & Koutsoyiannis, 2010;
Kollat et al., 2012; Tuo et al., 2018; Vrugt et al., 2003). However, data scarcity often prevents the practical
application of this approach and motivates the search for new methods to better identify sensitive model
parameters, which is the focus of this work. Sensitivity analysis measures how much the output of a model,
for example, discharge, changes by varying the model inputs and parameters (Wagener & Montanari, 2011;
Werkhoven et al., 2008). Sensitivity analysis methods can be divided into two groups: local and global methods (Pianosi et al., 2016; Saltelli et al., 2008). In a local sensitivity analysis, parameter modifications are only
performed at single locations in the parameter space (Saltelli et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2007). In contrast, in
a global analysis, parameter sensitivity is measured over the full parameter space (Razavi & Gupta, 2015;
Song et al., 2015). Global methods are usually preferred in hydrology as they consider uncertainties due to
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combinations of parameters throughout the admissible parameter space (Cloke et al., 2008; Smith, 2013;
Wagener & Pianosi, 2019).
Constantine et al. (2014) and Constantine and Diaz (2017) proposed the active subspace method as a tool
to perform global sensitivity analysis and for model parameter dimension reduction. To identify an active
subspace, we seek orthogonal directions in the space of parameters in which the gradient of a data misfit
function, that is, an evaluation function between observed and simulated discharge, varies most. These
dominant directions span the subspace and define a new coordinate system in a lower dimensional space
(Teixeira Parente, Bittner, et al., 2019). Besides computing a global sensitivity metric, this method has the
advantage that it further provides information on relevant linear combinations of model parameters. These
relevant parameter combinations can be used to efficiently construct surrogate models that mimic the behavior of a hydrological model at low computational costs (Erdal & Cirpka, 2019; Teixeira Parente, Mattis,
et al., 2019). The active subspace method has been successfully applied in several hydrological studies ranging from lumped models (Teixeira Parente, Bittner, et al., 2019) to distributed modeling approaches (Erdal &
Cirpka, 2020; Gilbert et al., 2016). Bittner, Teixeira Parente, et al. (2020) also showed that the structure and
dimension of an active subspace can find a reasonable explanation for dominant hydrological processes and
catchment characteristics, in case of a lumped karst hydrological model. So far, the active subspace method
has been applied to hydrological variables that integrate processes occurring at multiple temporal scales,
such as discharge and heat fluxes (Erdal & Cirpka, 2020; Jefferson et al., 2015). However, it is well known
that hydrological time series can be decomposed into different temporal scales, for example using the wavelet transform analysis (Grinsted et al., 2004; Labat et al., 2000b; Torrence & Compo, 1998).
Wavelet transforms can be described as time scale analysis that allows us to detect changes in the frequency components of a signal characterized by some intermittency. They are used to determine the crucial
scales of variability of a time series. Furthermore, wavelet transforms are commonly applied to localize
changes in the modes of variability within a time series, in particular when signal fluctuations are highly
non-stationary and physical processes operate under a large range of scales. For example in hydrology, flood
processes operate on temporal scales ranging from hours to days, whereas long term climate forcings affect
hydrological processes on temporal scales larger than years (Labat, 2005). The works of Daubechies (1990),
Grinsted et al. (2004), Sang et al. (2013), and Torrence and Compo (1998) offer an excellent introduction
to the continuous and discrete wavelet transform and their application in natural sciences. Focusing on
hydrology, wavelet transforms have been applied for time series analysis (Carey et al., 2013; Coulibaly &
Burn, 2004; Labat, 2005; Labat et al., 2000b; Marcolini et al., 2017; Nalley et al., 2012), to study the coherence between hydrological variables and climatic and meteorological drivers (Jennings & Jones, 2015;
Massei et al., 2010; Nalley et al., 2016; Schaefli et al., 2007), to identify the impact of anthropogenic activities
on the hydrological cycle (Pérez Ciria et al., 2019; Zolezzi et al., 2009), to perform catchment classification
(Agarwal et al., 2016; Pérez Ciria & Chiogna, 2020), to perform stochastic simulations of precipitation or discharge time series (Brunner & Gilleland, 2020; Hörning & Bárdossy, 2018; Nowak et al., 2011) and change
point analysis (Adamowski & Prokoph, 2014). Less common is the application of wavelets for the assessment of model performance (Chiogna et al., 2018; Rathinasamy et al., 2014) and model calibration (Duran
et al., 2020; Schaefli & Zehe, 2009). To the best of our knowledge, wavelets have not yet been applied in the
context of model parameter sensitivity analysis.
Therefore, we aim to investigate if different temporal scales of a modeled discharge signal are sensitive
with respect to different hydrologic model parameters. Notice that investigating parameter sensitivities
on different temporal scales is very different from investigating temporally varying parameter sensitivities
(Massmann et al., 2014; Pfannerstill et al., 2015). In fact, we are not investigating how model parameter
sensitivities change over time but how their sensitivity is distributed over different temporal scales. Our hypothesis is that the active subspace dimension reflects how different linear combinations of model parameters control the simulated hydrological processes on multiple temporal scales. Moreover, we hypothesize
that the sensitive parameters differ for different temporal scales of the signal, and that they can be directly
related to the dominant hydrological processes of the respective temporal scales. We expect that quickflow
components can be identified on low temporal scales (in the order of days) by means of the model parameters that control these hydrological processes. The opposite occurs for the slowflow components, that is,
the diffusive groundwater recharge and the baseflow, which we expect to identify mostly on high temporal
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the methodology for coupling the active subspace method with the discrete wavelet transform.

scales (in the order of weeks to years). To test these hypotheses, we couple the active subspace method
with the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). DWT is an orthogonal wavelet transform and the original time
series can be reconstructed by deconvolution. In the continuous wavelet transform (CWT), on the contrary,
the reconstruction of the original signal is complicated by the redundancy of the coefficients in time and
temporal scale. Performing a sensitivity analysis of coefficients which are redundant, and hence correlated
across time and scale, is highly non-trivial.
We apply the proposed methodology to a lumped karst aquifer model, that is, LuKARS (Land use change
modeling in KARSt systems), using data from the Kerschbaum springshed in Austria (Bittner et al., 2018;
Bittner, Rychlik, et al., 2020). We use the same data set as used in Teixeira Parente, Bittner, et al. (2019),
who performed sensitivity analysis using the active subspace of the spring discharge, that is, the discharge
measured at the Kerschbaum spring. This allows us to compare the results obtained from the temporal
scale-dependent sensitivity analysis with those obtained using the entire discharge signal. In Section 2, we
provide details about the mathematical framework for coupling the active subspace method with DWT as
well as a short description of the LuKARS model and data used. In Section 3, we show how the sensitivities
of LuKARS model parameters vary over different temporal scales and how they are linked to the dominant
hydrological processes in the Kerschbaum spring. Moreover, we highlight that sensitive parameters can be
hidden in the temporal scales of a spring discharge that are not identified as sensitive when considering the
complete discharge signal. Finally, we summarize our findings in Section 4.

2. Methodology
The idea of this study is to perform an independent sensitivity analysis for each temporal scale of a modeled
quantity of interest. Therefore, the methodology that we present aims at decomposing both, the modeled
and the measured discharge signal at different scales using DWT. In order to guarantee the independence of
sensitivity scores for each temporal scale, the chosen measurement error model has to be transformed such
that the resulting scale-errors can be considered independent. Then, we test if the dimension and structure
of the active subspaces, that is, the sensitive model parameters, are different among different scales. Our
goal is to identify if different temporal scales of the modeled discharge signal are sensitive to different model
parameters. If so, we want to investigate if these scales can be approximated by an active subspace with different dimensions and eigenvectors. This entire process is summarized in Figure 1. For reproducibility, the
codes and data of the methodology can be downloaded from Bittner, Engel, et al. (2020).
2.1. Coupling DWT With Active Subspaces
In the following, we provide a detailed explanation of how we couple the DWT with the active subspace
method. For convenience, matrices, and vectors are denoted by bold letters. Scalars and sets are not indicated with a bold letter. If the output of a function
E
• is a matrix, it is indicated
E
G of a quantity
E as G(•). We do
BITTNER ET AL.
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this analogously for vectors, scalars and sets. A quantity, for example, discharge time series, is considered
as transformed if it was decomposed from the original to the wavelet basis. To distinguish between original
and transformed quantities,
E
• is introduced as the transformed quantity
E and •ˆ as the approximated version
E of • within the transformed wavelet basis.
2.1.1. Discrete Wavelet Transform
E
G( X ), in our case LuKARS, and
The starting point of this methodology is to define a hydrological model
to collect time seriesEdata d that should be simulated by the model, here the discharge of the Kerschbaum
spring (Step 1 in Figure 1). Notice, however, that the proposed methodology is general and can be applied
to other lumped or distributed models and other quantities of interest. Then, the next step is to choose a
DWT (Step 2 in Figure 1), that is, a mother wavelet, and decompose the measured and simulated discharge
time series into several temporal scales. Our measured discharge time E
series d consists
E of n data points. The
E
n is chosen as
natural frequency of discrete wavelet transforms is two (Walnut, 2013). Hence,
n  2m ,
(1)
E
m  . AEscale j is defined as the details coefficients
where
E the (m  j )-th iteration in a
E
d j corresponding to
filter bank (Mallat, 1989). A filter bank is a bandpass filter that separates an input time series, for example,
spring discharge, into multiple components with distinguishable frequencies of the original signal. The
filter bank recursively splits the given time series in the details and approximation coefficients
E
a j as defined
in Walnut (2013). This means that the details coefficients of Escale j are obtained by decomposing the approximation coefficients ofEscale ( j  1). In total, weEhave (m  1) scales. Accordingly, we define
E
T (•) as the
DWT of the measured and modeled discharge time series:

d j  T j (d) j  0 m.
(2)
E

E
T gives a set of details coefficientsEwith m members and one approximation coefficient
The transformation
E
j
a0 which is referred to as the details coefficient of Scale
E 0 d0 for the sake of simplicity. Hence, the subscript
E by T : theEscale j of the transformed discharge. Thus, the decomposition
chooses a member of the set given
of the simulated output from the hydrological model
E
G into its temporal scales can be written as
G j  T j  G  .
(3)

2.1.2. Definition of the Data Misfit Function for Different Scales
The decomposition of the measured and modeled discharge time series is the most important part in our
methodology since the sensitivity has to be quantified with respect to the gradient of a data misfit between
measured and simulated discharge for each scale independently. Thus, to perform a sensitivity analysis of
each scale with respect to the data misfit we need an evaluation function for each scale. Similar to Teixeira
Parente, Bittner, et al. (2019), we define the Data Misfit Function (DMF) between the measurements
E
d and
the simulated discharge
E
G ( X ) with a set of model parameters
E
X as
1


1
(4)

f (X )
‖ Γ 2 (d  G ( X ))‖22 ,
2

where 

2
2

is the square of the Euclidean norm.


E

1

The DMF in Equation 4 is a squared error function weighted by a matrix
E
Γ 2 . In contrast to the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (Nash & Sutcliffe, 1970), which is a nonweighting squared error function favoring high-flow
conditions, the DMF gives a relative error between model results and observations and does not focus on
low- or high-flow conditions. In this work, an additive Gaussian measurement noise is used. Hence, the
exponential
E
 (d , Γ). Accordingly, since the data is discrete in time,
E of f ( X ) is equal to the unnormalized
it can be modeled as a discrete Gaussian Process
E
GP (d ) with covariance matrix
E
Γ and mean vector
E
d . Here,
Γ is a diagonal matrix describing an homoscedastic error of the measured time series. Here, we consider
an error of the measured dischargeE of 2 ls1. The advantage and the limitations of this assumption will be
discussed in Section 3.5.
The construction of the DMFs within the wavelet basis requires the definition of the mean vector
E
d j and
covariance matrix
E
Γ j for each Escale j . Considering that the measured values and their wavelet transform
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are uncertain, we need to ensure that the DWT of the original signal properly distributes this uncertainty
among each scale. As a consequence, coupling the active subspace method with DWT requires transformation of the random process as a whole in order to properly define a EDMF fj ( X ) for eachEscale j (Step 3 in
Figure 1). The idea is to find a mother wavelet (Step 2 in Figure 1) such that the scales can be considered
statistically independent from each other. By that, we ensure obtaining independent information about the
sensitivity of the parameters from each scale without any loss of information about the uncertainty in the
measurements.

E

To sum up, we aim at obtaining zero covariance between the wavelet coefficients of different scales. In case
this condition is not satisfied, we may have a loss of information in the transformation process. The term information is used in a Shannon Entropy sense (Shannon, 1948). As a measure for this information loss, we
introduce the Kullback-Leibler-divergence of the whole transformed process in the wavelet domain
E
P and
ˆ
the lumped process
E
P , in which the scales are assumed to be independent. We refer to this as the Wavelet
E
Mutual Information
(WMI ), since the idea is based on the approaches for obtaining the Mutual Information
( MI ) of random variables as described in Cover and Thomas (2012):
(5)
WMI ( P ) : DKL (P‖Pˆ ).
E and Pˆ are discrete processes, it is feasible to model them as multivariate probability density functions.
E As P
 can be obtained by inserting the definition of a
E the WMI for a discrete Gaussian scale process
E
GP
Hence,
multivariate Gaussian into Equation 5:

1   det Γˆ 
  d
 ˆ 1  I  ,
WMI GP
(6)
 2  ln  det Γ   tr ΓΓ


 










where
E
I is the identity. If the WMI is equal to 0, we do not loose any information by assuming independent
E
T of the measurementEdata d with a constant Gaussian
scales. Accordingly, we look for a transformation
error, such that





WMI T  GP(d )   0
(7)

E
T , we define the new DMFs for
or that the dependence error is as small as possible. Having this transformation
eachEscale fj with respect to the corresponding random process
E
Pj and obtain statistically independent scales.

As it can be shown (see Text S1 in Supporting Information S1), the Haar-Wavelet yields that the WMI computes to 0 for homoscedastic Gaussian errors. Thus, we choose the Haar-Wavelet as our mother wavelet.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that for an heteroscedastic error, for example, a non-constant diagonal
covariance matrix
E, the WMI might be small but does not compute to 0 - even for the Haar system. For that
E
Γ
E of 2 ls1 for the proposed methodology.
reason, we choose a homoscedastic measurement error
E
fˆ can be lookedEat as f , since all computations are exact and no
For the Haar-Wavelet, the set of new DMFs
information is lost. Hence, they can be defined for eachEscale j (Step 3 in Figure 1) as follows:
1

1  2 
(8)

fj ( X )
‖ Γ j (d j  G j ( X ))‖22 ,
2

where
E
Γ j is the covariance matrix forEscale j . Note that the approach shown in this paper can be done for
every basis function that supports a decomposition as given in Equation 2.
2.1.3. Active Subspaces for Sensitivity Analysis Within Different Scales
Now that we obtained
E
f and G , we conduct the sensitivity analysis using the Active Subspace method exE
actly as in Teixeira Parente, Bittner, et al. (2019). The only difference is that we do the analysis for
E the m  1
corresponding decomposed DMFs and model outputs as input (Step 4 in Figure 1). Accordingly, the Active
Subspace method gives the eigenvectors
E
v j , k of a gradient matrix
E
C j for eachEscale j defined as follows:
Cj 
E[ X fj ( X ) X fj ( X )T ] 
W j Λ jW jT ,
(9)

where
and Λ j diag( j ,1  j , n ) having
index j is the scale and the
E
 j ,k   j ,k 1. The first E
E
W

[v j ,1 v j ,nE] 
j
second denotes the eigenvector
E
k.
BITTNER ET AL.
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Thus, the eigenvalues
E
 j ,k are a measure for the sensitivity of the scale EDMF fj with respect to the corresponding eigenvectors
E
v j , k . The scale sensitivity Escore s j ,i of parameter
E
xi withinEscale j is calculated by
K

s j ,i    j , k v j ,k ,i ,
(10)
k 1

E
K is the number of parameters and i denotes the parameter. NoteE that s j ,i is not the global total sensiwhere
tivity. It is solely global withinEscale j . For accessing the global total measure, a weighting of the gradient of
the scale DMF with respect to its contribution to the gradient of the total DMF would be necessary. However, no weighting is considered in this work since our intention is to use the entire signal of the discharge for
the wavelet decomposition to obtain an independent information for each time scale.

2.2. Kerschbaum Spring LuKARS Model
The Kerschbaum springshed is located close to the city of Waidhofen/Ybbs in Austria (Figure 2a). The recharge
area of the mainly dolomitic karst system covers about
E 2.5 km 2 and can be considered as a small scale, pre-alpine catchment. Figure 3 classifies the behavior of the Kerschbaum spring by means of statistical and spectral
indices. The cross-correlation between precipitation and spring discharge, shown in Figure 3a, highlights a
quick response to precipitation events after 1 day with the highest correlation coefficient
E
rxy of 0.37. Moreover,
we can identify a quick decrease
E of rxy, pointing toward a rapid propagation of the input signal (precipitation)
through the aquifer (Labat et al., 2000a; Mangin, 1984). In the cross-correlation as well as in the spectral density (Figure 3b), we can identify a sudden change in slope from 2.35 to 1.32 after 8 days. This change points
toward an activation of drainage from the aquifer storage, that is, baseflow (Larocque et al., 1998). More information about the study site are provided by Bittner et al. (2021) and Narany et al. (2019).
The LuKARS model was developed by Bittner et al. (2018) to investigate how mining activities in the recharge area affect the quantity of discharge in the Kerschbaum spring. A GUI for the model is available
as open source plugin for FREEWAT (Rossetto et al., 2018) in QGIS (Bittner, Rychlik, et al., 2020). The
model is based on the implementation of hydrotopes, that is, areas with homogeneous soil and land use
characteristics (Arnold et al., 1998), shown in Figures 2a and 2b. Determined by its individual physical
characteristics, each hydrotope shows a distinct response to an input event, for example, precipitation or
snow melt. All hydrotopes simulate three types of flow (Figure 2b), that is, quickflow through conduits,
groundwater recharge and secondary spring discharge, which are controlled by hydrotope-specific parameters (Figure 2c). They all share one common baseflow storage, that is, the saturated zone, to which the
recharge is transferred (Bittner et al., 2018). The sum of all hydrotope quickflow responses at a given time
step represents the conduit flow in the recharge area. Then, the sum of the integrated hydrotope quickflows
and the baseflow simulate the spring discharge. The equations of the LuKARS model are provided in Text
S2 in Supporting Information S1. The model parameter ranges used in this study are shown in Table 1.
In the specific case of the minimum and maximum storage values of a hydrotope, that
E is, EminE and Emax,
parameter ranges were obtained using the methodology suggested by the German Association for Water,
Wastewater and Waste (DWA, 2020). The ranges of all other model parameters were chosen as proposed by
Teixeira Parente, Bittner, et al. (2019) and the solution of the Bayesian inversion model found in that work
supports this choice. Further, we use daily data for precipitation, temperature, snow depth and spring discharge in the period from January 2006 to December 2008 to run the model. The data was kindly provided
by the water works Waidhofen/Ybbs. It is important to note that, in order to apply the active subspace method, all model parameters need to be independent from a statistical point of view. However, in LuKARS the
parameters within one hydrotope can be related to each other. Moreover, the parameters of one hydrotope
are also dependent on the parameters of other hydrotopes, as shown in Text S3 Supporting Information S1.
Therefore, we follow the framework proposed for the Kerschbaum LuKARS model in Teixeira Parente, Bittner, et al. (2019) and transform the model parameters into statistically independent calibration parameters.
Independence is achieved by replacing a model parameter, for example,
E
Emax,i, by a calibration parameter,
that
E is, ΔEmin,i, which is the difference between
E
Emax,i and the dependent model parameter, that
E is, Emin,i. For
the sake of completeness, we include this methodology in Text S3 in Supporting Information S1. Since this
transformation does not have an impact on the interpretation of the results shown in the following section,
it will not be further discussed.
BITTNER ET AL.
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Figure 2. (a) Recharge area of the Kerschbaum spring close to Waidhofen/Ybbs (Austria) including the distribution
of hydrotopes, that is, Hyd 1 (13% of recharge area), Hyd 2 (56% of recharge area), Hyd 3 (27% of recharge area),
and Hyd Q (4% of recharge area). The orthophoto was kindly provided by the waterworks owner in Waidhofen/
Ybbs. (b) The concept of LuKARS including conceptual representation of the quickflow and slowflow processes.
(c) The structure of a LuKARS hydrotope including the model parameters to highlight which processes (quickflow
and slowflow) are controlled by which parameters. The explanation for the abbreviations is provided in Text S2 in
Supporting Information S1.

3. Results and Discussion
In the following section, we describe and discuss the results obtained by applying our methodology to the
Kerschbaum LuKARS model. More precisely, we focus on the dimensions of active subspaces on different
scales (i.e., the number of relevant eigenvalues), the scale structures of the different eigenvectors as well as
the hydrological meaning of identified scale dependencies. In the following, the order of scales is from the
lowest to the highest frequency. Scale 1 represents the lowest frequency, that is, 1,024 days, and Scale 10 the
highest frequency, that is, 2 days. Finally, Scale 0 represents the mean of the discharge signal.
Figure 4 shows how precipitation (Figure 4a) and snow melt (Figure 4b) affect the discrete wavelet scales
of the Kerschbaum spring discharge (Figure 4c) as well as the complete discharge signal (Figure 4d). Please
BITTNER ET AL.
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Figure 3. Time series analysis of the Kerschbaum spring discharge. (a) The cross-correlation between precipitation
and spring discharge, highlighting a quick response of 1 day lag time and storage effects after 8 days. (b) The spectral
density of the discharge signal, also highlighting an abrupt change in spectral density of variance after 8 days, indicated
E to m  1.32.
by a change in slopeEfrom m  2.35

note that Figure 4c does not display the values on the y-axis because they are not relevant for the following
qualitative interpretation. As an example, we highlight four significant peak discharges with gray colored
frames in the background. These fast spring discharges happened in response to major snow melt, for example, April 26, 2006, or precipitations events, for example, June 2, 2006 and August 7, 2006. In the DWT
scales (Figure 4c), we can observe that major input events have an effect on the spring discharge from 2 days
up to a period of 8 days, which is similar to what we identified in the cross-correlation and spectral analysis (Figure 3). Very intense input events, such as the precipitation event on September 6, 2007, can affect
even more temporal scales, up to 64 days. This is consistent for example with the observations of Schaefli
et al. (2007) and other works in the literature (Charlier et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2012) and shows that when
we decompose the hydrologic signal among multiple temporal scales, high-flow conditions have an impact
on scales larger than the event duration.

Table 1
Overview of the Model Parameter Ranges Defined for all Hydrotopes
E

kis (m
E
mm 1d 1) E

ksec (m
mm 1d 1) E

E E khyd (m 2 dE1)
Hydrotope

Emin (mm)
E

Emax (mm)E

Discharge
coefficient
quickflow

Minimum
storage
capacity

Maximum
storage
capacity

Quickflow
exponent

Discharge
coefficient
recharge

Discharge
coefficient
second springs

Activation
level second
springs

Hyd 1

9–900

10–50

15–75

0.7–1.6

0.002–0.2

0.0095–0.95

25–70

Hyd 2

8.5–850

40–80

80–160

0.5–1.3

0.00055–0.055

0.0023–0.23

130–220

Hyd 3

7.7–770

75–120

155–255

0.2–0.7

0.00025–0.025

0.0015–0.15

320–450

Description

 (−) E

Esec (mm)

Note. The respective numbers indicate the lower bound and the upper bound of the parameter ranges used as prior
intervals. For the meaning of the parameters, we refer to the explanation given in Text S2 in Supporting Information S1.
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Figure 4. Data time series used in the LukARS model for the period of interest from 2006 to 2008 and the discrete wavelet scales of the measured discharge
time series. (a) Precipitation, (b) measured snow depths, (c) the discrete wavelet scales (Sc.) of the Kerschbaum spring discharge signal, and (d) the Kerschbaum
spring discharge time series. The gray bars highlight specific peak flow events during the period of interest. Note that Scale 10 represents the highest frequency,
that is, 2 days, whereas Scale 1 represents the lowest frequency, that is, 1,024 days.
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Figure 5. Active subspace dimensions. (a) Eigenvalue decay of both scale groups, that is, Group 1 representing Scale 1 to 7 and Group 2 representing Scale 8 to
10, Scale 0 and “LuKARS complete” normalized to the maximum eigenvalue of each scale. The horizontal red line indicates the truncation level above which
the active subspace is defined. (b) Active subspace dimension of each discrete wavelet scale grouped in both groups of scales. “LuKARS complete” shows the
active subspace dimension when applying the active subspace method to the Kerschbaum LuKARS model without the DWT.

3.1. Scale Dependence of Active Subspaces
Figure 5a shows the decay of the eigenvalues of each wavelet scale (Equation 9) over the first nine eigenvalues and the truncation level. Based on our findings from the cross-correlation, spectral analysis and the
DWT, we can distinguish between two groups of scales highlighted in Figures 5a and 5b. Group 1 represents the sub-monthly to superannual scales, that is, Scale 1 to Scale 7. Group 2 represents the sub-weekly
to weekly, that is, Scale 8 to Scale 10. The lower frequencies (Group 1) have active subspace dimensions
between 2 and 3. In comparison, the sub-weekly to weekly scales (Group 2), representing faster spring discharge responses (Figure 4c), only have active subspace dimensions between 1 and 2. We decided to truncate
an active subspace after an eigenvalue decay over one order of magnitude. This choice, although arbitrary,
does not affect the main outcomes of the analysis as discussed by Teixeira Parente, Bittner, et al. (2019). The
eigenvalues are normalized to the maximum eigenvalue of each scale to allow for comparability of decays
between each scale. When looking at the eigenvalue decay of each scale (Figure 5a), we can identify that
Scale 0 shows the weakest decay of all scales. Moreover, we find that with an increasing wavelet scale, the
eigenvalues decay faster. The dimension of the active subspaces identified for both Group 1 and Group 2 are
lower when compared to the original active subspace of the Kerschbaum LuKARS model computed without the DWT, that is, 4 (also shown in Figure 5b). The fact that each wavelet scale has a low dimensional
active subspace indicates that fewer eigenvectors are sensitive and informed.
3.2. Eigenvector Structures on Different Scales
In Figure 6, we show the first three eigenvectors of the complete LuKARS model (Bittner et al., 2018) and
one representative scale for each group, that is, Scale 1 for Group 1 and Scale 8 for Group 2. In the relevant
eigenvectors of the complete LuKARS model (Figure 6a), we can observe a strong contribution of the discharge coefficient of groundwater recharge from each hydrotope, that
E is, kis. Moreover, we see that Hyd
2 has the highest contribution, which is the largest hydrotope in the recharge area (see Figure 2a). The
second highest contribution comes from Hyd 1, representing the most dynamic hydrotope in terms of discharge variability. Although the area of Hyd 3 is larger than Hyd 1 (Figure 2a), its contribution to the first
BITTNER ET AL.
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Figure 6. Eigenvectors of different scales. (a) First three relevant eigenvectors of the complete LuKARS model computed without scale decomposition. (b) First
three relevant eigenvectors of Scale 0. (c) First three relevant eigenvectors of Scale 1. (d) First three eigenvectors of Scale 8. The gray shaded eigenvectors are not
relevant as identified from the eigenvalue decay but are shown for completeness.

eigenvector is weakest. When further taking into account Eigenvectors 2 and 3, a similar pattern in terms of
contributing hydrotopes can be observed, that is, Hyd 1 and Hyd 2 are dominant. It can be seenE that khyd of
Hyd 1 and 2, which are the discharge coefficients of the quickflow, have noticeable scores in Eigenvector 2.
Looking at the first eigenvector of Scale 0 (Figure 6b), we also find that mainly the groundwater recharge
parameters
( kis) of each hydrotope have the highest contribution in the first eigenvector. Moreover, we can
E
observe the same ranking of hydrotope contributions in the first eigenvector compared to the complete
LuKARS model, that is, in decreasing order Hyd 2, Hyd 1, and Hyd 3. When further taking into account
Eigenvector 2 and 3, we further notice high scores of the quickflow parameters
E
khyd of Hyd 1 and Hyd 2.
Next, we look at the eigenvectors of Scale 1, being representative for the scales of Group 1. In all eigenvectors (Figure 6c), we can observe a dominant contribution of Hyd 1 and Hyd 2 parameters, similar to Scale 0.
In contrast to Scale 0, Hyd 1 parameters show a higher contribution as compared to those of Hyd 2. When
looking at single parameter contributions in each eigenvector, we generally observe highest scores of the
discharge coefficients
E is, Emin
E of kEis and khyd of Hyd 1 and Hyd 2. Moreover, the water storage thresholds, that
E the E parameters), of both dominant hydrotopes have noticeable
E and ΔE (in the following referred to as
contributions in the eigenvectors. These parameters control the onset and offset of the quickflow and, thus,
further control the amount of water becoming groundwater recharge.
Although we are showing the first three eigenvectors of Scale 8 (Figure 6d), only the first eigenvector is relevant as highlighted by the active subspace dimensions in Figure 5b. Looking at the parameters contributing
to the relevant eigenvector, we notice a clear dominance of Hyd 1 parameters and neglectable scores of
both other hydrotopes. In particular,
E and  have the highest scores. These parameters
E, the E parameters
E
khyd
E
 regulates the magnitude of quickflow events. In contrast
primarily control the quickflow of Hyd 1, where
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Figure 7. Scale-dependent sensitivities. Group 1 represents the sub-monthly to superannual scales and Group 2 represents the sub-weekly to weekly scales.
(a) Global sensitivities shown for each model parameter and each scale. The “Compl” parameter sensitivities represent the sensitivity scores without scale
dependencies. (b) Cumulative number of sensitive parameters.

to the previously discussed scales, no significant contribution from groundwater recharge controlling parameters can be noticed. These results are in good agreement with the identified impacts of snow melt and
precipitation events on the temporal scales of spring discharge. As Hyd 1 has the highest quickflow variability, this hydrotope contributes most to peakflow during these events, which explains the importance of
the quickflow parameters in Group 2 scales.

3.3. Scale-Dependent Parameter Sensitivities

E

BITTNER ET AL.

Next, we show the parameter sensitivities computed with Equation 10 for each wavelet scale and the complete LuKARS model in Figure 7a. Both, Scale 0 and the complete LuKARS model without scale decomposition have a similar pattern in terms of sensitive parameters, comparable to our findings in the eigenvectors
of the dominant eigenvalues (Figures 6a and 6b). In particular
E the kis parameters of each hydrotope are the
most sensitive parameters with decreasing scores from Hyd 2 over Hyd 1 to Hyd 3. Looking at the sensitive
parameters on the sub-monthly to superannual scales (Group 1), we can observe that Hyd 1 parameters are
most sensitive at all scales. Moreover,
E
kis is the most sensitive parameter of Hyd 2 with noticeable scores at
all scales of Group 1. For Hyd
E 3, kis is only sensitive at Scale 1 and 2. In general, the most sensitive parameters in the sub-monthly to superannual scales are the discharge coefficients of the quickflow, that
E is, khyd ,
and the recharge, that
E is, kis. Focusing on the parameter sensitivities of the sub-weekly to weekly scales
(Group 2), no noticeable scores can be found in Hyd 2 and Hyd 3, with the only exception given
E by khyd and
kis of Hyd 2 at Scale 7. All sensitive parameters on these scales are related to Hyd 1, which are particularly
E and  .
E, the E parameters
those controlling quickflow, that
E is, khyd
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Figure 7b shows the total number of sensitive parameters cumulated over all discrete wavelet scales. We
start cumulating sensitive parameters at Scale 10, since it has the highest frequency and represents the
quickest response of the decomposed discharge signal. We define a parameter to be sensitive if its sensitivity score is larger than the 0.75-quantile of all sensitivity scores computed for each scale. In our case, this
means that a parameter is sensitive if its sensitivity score
E is  0.01. Parameters which are sensitive on more
than one scale are counted only once in the first scale they appear. We observe that a total of 11 parameters
are sensitive over all scales. In comparison, in the complete LuKARS model without scale dependencies,
only seven parameters are sensitive. This shows that further information about sensitive parameters can be
extracted from the temporal scales of the discharge. From a physical point of view, this can be explained by
the temporal scale-dependent relevance of different hydrologic processes, to which different model parameters can be sensitive.
3.4. Hydrological Interpretation
In general, we found the weakest eigenvector decay for Scale 0 and decreasing active subspace dimensions
with increasing wavelet scales (Figure 5). As introduced in Section 2.1, Scale 0 represents the mean of the
discharge signal. From a physical point of view, the mean of the spring discharge signal represents an interplay of multiple hydrological processes, which are represented in LuKARS as quickflow and baseflow.
Thus, to reproduce the mean of the discharge signal, the model also needs to consider both processes. The
relevance of different hydrological processes can explain that a larger dimension of the active subspace
is needed to sufficiently inform the data misfit function for the mean of the discharge signal. For faster
spring responses, that is, the sub-weekly to weekly scale, we found lower dimensional active subspaces as
compared to the sub-monthly to superannual scales. This finding is congruent with the results obtained
by Bittner, Teixeira Parente, et al. (2020). In their synthetic test cases, they showed that spring discharge
dominated by a single hydrological process displays a low dimensional active subspace (dimension between
1 and 2). However, here we did not identify such a dependence for hypothetical scenarios, but for specific
temporal scales of a real spring discharge. Thus, our results highlight that the coupling between DWT and
active subspaces supports identifying those temporal scales of a spring discharge to which only a small
number of eigenvectors are sensitive, for example, 1 as at Scale 8. These high-frequency scales, that is, the
scales of Group 2, are mainly controlled by one dominant hydrological process, for example, the quickflow
from Hyd 1. Further, the coupled methodology enables identifying those temporal scales which are controlled by different hydrological processes, for example, quickflow and groundwater recharge at Scale 8.
For these scales, we found higher dimensional active subspaces, for example, Three dimensions for Scale 1.
The dominant parameter contributions at Scale 0, that is, the recharge coefficient of Hyd 1, 2, and
E 3 (kis,
Figures 6b and 7a), are similar to those found in the dominant eigenvectors of the complete discharge signal
(Teixeira Parente, Bittner, et al., 2019). As the major volume of the Kerschbaum spring discharge originates
from baseflow (Bittner, Rychlik, et al., 2020), we argue that this is the reason why those parameters controlling the modeled baseflow, that
E is, kis of each hydrotope, are most sensitive at Scale 0. Moreover,
E
kis of
Hyd 2 is most sensitive since Hyd 2 is the largest hydrotope in the area and contributes most to the groundwater recharge. The noticeable scores of the quickflow parameters
E
khyd at Scale 0 highlight that the mean
of the discharge signal is composed of baseflow and quickflow contributions. In general, these findings
highlight that the parameters in the dominant eigenvectors reflect the hydrological processes involved in
producing the signal of a respective scale, here Scale 0.
In the scales of Group 1, the discharge coefficients of the groundwater recharge and quickflow
(kEis and khyd )
E
of Hyd 1 and Hyd 2 are most sensitive (Figures 6c and 7a). As Hyd 1 is the smallest hydrotope, this finding
suggests that also on the low-frequency scales of Group 1, the discharge variability of a hydrotope can play
a more significant role than the size of a hydrotope. Taking further into account that the storage parameters
of Hyd 1 and Hyd
E 2 ( E ) play an important role at Scale 1, we argue that on the sub-monthly to superannual scales, both hydrological processes, the quickflow and groundwater recharge becoming baseflow, are
relevant.
For scales of Group 2, we notice a clear dominance of quickflow controlling parameters, in particular the
quickflow coefficient
( khyd ), the storage parameters
E
E
( E ) and the quickflow exponent
( ), in the relevant
E
eigenvector. This shows that on the sub-weekly to weekly scales, groundwater recharge and, thus, the
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baseflow does not play a significant role. This interpretation is further confirmed by the cross-correlation
analysis, which highlighted a dominant contribution from quickflow up to a period of 8 days (Figure 3a).
Hence, our methodology shows that it is possible to identify those hydrological processes which are relevant
for a respective temporal scale in the parameters of the relevant eigenvectors.

E

Finally, we can summarize that for Scale 0 and the sub-monthly to superannual scales, higher dimensional
active subspaces are needed to reproduce the signals of these scales. This is due to the fact that different
hydrological processes, for example, the quickflow and the recharge becoming baseflow, from different
areas in a catchment, that is, hydrotopes, are relevant on these temporal scales. These relevant hydrological
processes are reflected by the parameters contributing to each dimension of an active subspace, that is, the
eigenvectors of the dominant eigenvalues. On the contrary, only small dimensional active subspaces are
needed to reproduce the signals on the sub-weekly to weekly scales. This is related to the fact that only the
quickflow from the hydrotope with high discharge variabilities, that is, Hyd 1, matters on that temporal
scale. These findings lead us to the conclusion that, for our specific case of the LukARS model, the less
complex the hydrologic process structure is on a considered scale, the lower the dimensionality of the related active subspace. Furthermore, our findings in the scale-dependent parameter sensitivities are similar to
what we identified in the eigenvectors of the dominant eigenvalues shown in Figure 7a. It is interesting to
observe that with an increasing scale, that is, higher frequencies, the sensitivity of the recharge coefficients
E
 increases. This result indicates a
kis decreases. At the same time, the sensitivity of the quickflow exponent
clear shift in the dominant hydrological processes occurring on the respective scales,Esince  is the parameter that controls the intensity on which quickflow occurs.

3.5. Applicability, Future Developments, and Limitations
Finally, we want to discuss the generalization of the coupled DWT—active subspace framework, its broader
applicability, the usefulness of a weighting scheme for each temporal scale and limitations. The proposed
methodology can be transferred to other hydrological models and find applications beyond hydrological
sciences. The use of the active subspace method is particularly appealing for models with a large number
of calibration parameters. The active subspace method searches for those directions in the parameter space
which are most informed by data. These directions can then be used to identify an approximation of the
original model with significantly lower parameter dimensions. After performing a sensitivity analysis, the
active subspace method offers the advantage to do a Bayesian inversion using a surrogate model at lower
computational costs (Erdal & Cirpka, 2019; Teixeira Parente, Bittner, et al., 2019). This is particularly relevant for the presented method, where an inverse problem can be defined for each temporal scale. A framework to perform a Bayesian inversion on multiple temporal scales is currently under development.
In this work, we did not give weights to the different wavelet scales, but use the entire signal of the discharge
for the wavelet decomposition, such that each decomposed signal provides an independent information for
the respective time scale. Providing a weight for each scale can help to reduce the risk of model overfitting
by favoring specific hydrological processes which are represented by a respective temporal scale, for example, quickflow. This may be useful when we want to perform the above mentioned Bayesian inversion of
model parameters using the information on sensitive parameters of each temporal scale.
By means of identified sensitive model parameters and relevant eigenvectors, our methodology can be used
to infer relevant hydrological processes for different temporal scales. Inversely, if we know which hydrological processes are relevant to reasonably represent the discharge dynamics of a particular karst spring,
we also can adapt the conceptual components of our model structure accordingly. Thus, we argue that our
proposed methodology further contributes to the field of hydrological model diagnostics, since it can be
used for model structure improvement and to verify the hydrological consistency of a conceptual model.
Our approach is also novel in comparison to the one proposed for example by Pfannerstill et al. (2015)
and Guse et al. (2016). In fact, our approach does not investigate time-varying parameter sensitivities, but
scale-varying parameter sensitivities. The main difference between a time-varying sensitivity analysis and
our temporal scale approach is related to the stationarity of parameter sensitivities. In a time-varying sensitivity analysis, parameter sensitivities are non-stationary. In contrast, in our presented approach, parameter
sensitivities are stationary, since there is no change over time but only over scale. One major advantage of
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our approach is that we get an integrated sensitivity for each scale over the full length of the investigated
time series.
The identification of relevant hydrological processes for different temporal scales depends on the temporal
resolution of the discharge time series. In our case, discharge measurements were only available with a
daily resolution and, therefore, processes occurring at the subdaily scale could not be sampled. Hence,
future works should also investigate those temporal scales smaller than one day to obtain a more profound
understanding of the quickflow components in karstic areas.
Although we are aware that measurement errors of hydrological time series can be heteroscedastic, we
consider a homoscedastic error
E of 2 ls1 for our measurement such that the WMI computes to 0. By that, we
ensure not having any loss of information when decomposing our time series in the wavelet domain. The
generalization of the methodology for heteroscedastic errors requires a minimization of the loss of information and a normalized version of the WMI and it is currently under development.

4. Conclusions
In the presented work, we propose a combination of an active subspace approach with the discrete wavelet
transform. By that, the temporal scale dependencies of parameter sensitivities can be numerically analyzed.
As benchmark setting, we apply the technology to the LuKARS lumped karst aquifer model. The obtained
structure of the active subspace depends on the temporal scale for which it was identified. In particular,
we identified two to three dimensional active subspaces for sub-monthly to superannual temporal scales
and one to two dimensional active subspaces for the sub-weekly to weekly scales. The more hydrological
processes are relevant for a temporal scale, the higher the dimensionality of the associated active subspace.
For the sub-monthly to superannual temporal scales, we found that the parameters controlling the slow
flowing groundwater recharge and quickflow are most important. For the sub-weekly to weekly scales, the
most sensitive parameters are solely related to the quickflow of one hydrotope. Thus, the relevant linear
combinations of parameters of an active subspace translate into the dominant hydrological processes for
each temporal scale. Moreover, the dimensionality of an active subspace is directly linked to the complexity
of the hydrologic process structure.
The proposed methodology allows us to discover hidden sensitive parameters in the spring discharge. To
be more precise, we found 11 sensitive parameters when decomposing the discharge signal, whereas only
seven where found with the complete LuKARS model (Figure 7b). These sensitive parameters are hidden as
long as the measured discharge signal is not decomposed using the wavelet transform. Our new approach
is an attractive alternative to multi-objective calibration requiring several data time series. In fact, our approach can be used to calibrate model parameters by fitting related temporal scales of the observed and simulated spring discharge. Hence, we do not require more time series to better constrain model parameters.
The presented methodology represents a novel approach toward sensitivity analysis and model diagnostics,
since it allows to identify the model behavior for each temporal scale that contributes to the entire signal,
for example, discharge. Moreover, the definition of a scale-dependent active subspace allows for a computationally effective application of our approach in the framework of multi-objective model calibration. We
note that the active subspace method coupled with the discrete wavelet transform is quite general and not
restricted to the considered example.
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